
Vote Zeid #1 
for Block of 15

#Zeid4Block

The A to Zeid of what I stand for
Anti-Racist organising in all our institutions
Boycott, Divest & Sanction!
Curriculum decolonisation
Defending Liberation within NUS
Equality for All
FFree Palestine
Grassroots organising and supporting all 
student activists
Help transform NUS into a student focussed 
organisation
International students rights
Justice for Grenfell!
KKick the Tories out!
Liberation at the heart of everything I do!

Myriam Kane
NUS NEC & NUS BSC

Mental health support for all students!
No Platforming Fascists
Organising regionally so that 
everything isn’t London centric
Policy that fights for the most 
vulnerable in society
QQueer rights!
Reinstating NUS Liberation 
committees
Save NUS Trans Campaign
Trade Union Solidarity with our sister 
unions
Unionise casual workers on campuses
VVoicing the concerns of the voiceless
Working with other organisations to 
create a strong & united movement
Xenophobia off our campuses
Yes to a transparent, campaigning 
and political NUS
Zeid #1 for Block

Being a student in Bath for the past few years I have realised that there is an immense 
need for strong political organising, both locally and nationally. This can be seen in the 
campaigns I have helped run in Bath, such as the #ResignNow campaign that saw the 
highest paid VC in the country resign. I have worked to change the culture within our 
LGBT+ group, and facilitated a dynamic in which the direction of the group is now led by 
women and trans students, one of only a few LGBT+ groups to do this. I have also 
coordinate the NUS BSC #MyRacistCampus campaign which saw students and officers 
up and down the country sharing their experiences and shaming their institutions for up and down the country sharing their experiences and shaming their institutions for 
their inaction.

Experience
NUS LGBT+ Delegate 15-18
NUS Black Student Delegate 17-18
NUS Black Students Committee 17/19
NUS LGBT+ Committee 17/19
Bath LGBT+ Group Chair 17/18
Bath Gender Equality Group Chair 15/16Bath Gender Equality Group Chair 15/16

“Zeid has been a rock of support 
and an amazing grassroots 
campaigner nationally and within 
his own uni in Bath from his involvement his own uni in Bath from his involvement 
from the resignation of his VC to my racist 
campus in NUS BSC and has supported 
me as a NUS NEC for the past 2 years. 
Voting Zeid #1 for Block won’t be a 
mistake as I am 100% sure he’s not only 
going to run amazing campaigns but he 
also gonna keep officers on check”also gonna keep officers on check”


